WHAT IS IT?

Erasing Erasure Team

Erasing Erasure is an EDI Driven (Equity, Diversity and Inclusivity) program that recognizes and brings to
light the untold Indigenous Histories of Gastown, the start and heart of the city, through Historical
Awareness, Recognition and Inclusivity. We recognize that the stories we tell and do not tell, shape the
way we interact with and imagine our public spaces. Thus, our program aims to work with the Indigenous
Community and City of Vancouver to promote Indigenous History, Culture and create collaborative
opportunities for economic growth for the city and community. The program will do this through interactive
programs that incite social awareness and engagement. When we share true stories and history, we
create spaces of inclusivity.
CityStudio Vancouver is an innovation hub where city staff, students, faculty and
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community work together to design experimental projects that make Vancouver
more sustainable, liveable, inclusive and joyful. It works in collaboration with the
City of Vancouver and five post-secondary institutions (SFU, UBC, BCIT,
Langara, and ECUAD).

WHY IS IT NEEDED?

Reclaiming Indigenous Space

CRAB Park was a reclaimed after a 75 day occupation
in 1987. This occupation began with a music concert. A
Day at CRAB Park would honor that history of activism
but also provide a platform to local Indigenous
communities and business. CRAB Park is often
considered a ‘hidden gem’ in Vancouver because of is
hard to locate space, but by inviting the community
here to celebrate the space, it’s history can be
uncovered. Most importantly, CRAB Park is home to a
very important monument to Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women. This event would serve as a way
to bring consciousness to the issue and encourage
activism for this cause and community.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

1. Day in CRAB Park (Summer)
2. Street Theatre and Reenactments of Gastown’s History (Summer/Fall)
3. Monument to Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh Histories
(February 14)
4. Art Tour of First Nations Oriented Galleries (Winter)
5. Scavenger Hunt Through the Gastown Neighbourhood (Spring/Summer)
6. Community Mural (Summer)

A Day at CRAB Park would highlight the diversity and
culture of the neighbourhood through food, workshops
and performances. The event would encourage local
Indigenous businesses to come set up booths whether it
be art, clothing or accessories or other goods. A food
section would also welcome restaurants and other small
food and beverage businesses in the neighbourhood.
Some of the workshops would include a cooking class,
which would encourage children to learn about
Indigenous foods and how to prepare them. Finally, the
performances would range from songs to dance to
theatre and vary as the day goes on.
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OUTCOMES
This project and it’s six activities aims to get locals
and visitors outside into the beautiful public spaces
of Gastown and engage with the history in fun,
educational and hands-on ways that will benefit local
Indigenous business and groups. It will do away with
the common, exclusionary narrative of the area and
reveal the diversity that has been hidden under brick
and cobblestone. This project seeks to remind
Vancouver of the importance of its history, new and
old.

NEXT STEPS
- Set up a team/committee that will be responsible
-

for different tasks for the Event.
Reach out and collaborate with Indigenous
Organizations in Gastown
Contact the city of Vancouver to get an event
permit.
Raise Funds for the event - apply for Cultural
Event grants
Market the event and reach out to Indigenous
Businesses, Artists and more.
Set up for the event on event day and raise
awareness through fun!
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